
 statuary; and while on the one hand it con-
ferred honour, virtue and pedigree, on the
other, ‘rude antiquity in all its parts’ elicited an
element of eroticism which invited a great
range of responses from mild titivation and
libertinism to rampant priapism and behav-
iour that hovered with apparent nonchalance
between the homosocial and the homosexual.
Regardless of the motive for collecting,
whether political or for profit, English con-
noisseurs were often single-minded in their
pursuit of ancient busts, inscriptions, altars,
bas-reliefs and ‘miscellanies’. This mania was
in many instances reflected in their display: at
their best, they were blissfully idiosyncratic, or
strikingly imaginative. The most captivating
assemblages were invariably the result of fan-
tastic and very personal bricolages constructed
using fragmentary, diverse and unrelated relics. 

Guilding applauds the fact that there is
 currently greater interest in antique sculpture
than there has been for some time. Although
it is true that some historic collections are
being revivified and others are being formed
from scratch, and that some sculptures which
suffered the most drastic mutilations through
the misguided pursuit of archaeological ‘truth’
have been restored to a simulacrum of eigh-
teenth-century wholeness, there remain some
curious anomalies. She regrets in particular
that the Townley Collection, once a pinnacle
of enlightened connoisseurship (Fig.40), has
been, almost in its entirety, consigned to the
cellars of the British Museum. The Ince Blun-
dell marbles are also no less invisible: most lie
 languishing in the store of the World Mus -
eum, Liverpool; and the fate of the Pantheon
and Neo-classical Garden Temple at Ince
Blundell Hall in Lancashire – where they
were formerly displayed, and where numerous
antique fragments are still embedded in their
fabric – remains in the balance. 

The Townley Collection and the Ince
Blundell marbles are to some extent casualties
of the overwhelming tide of philhellenism
that swept across the kingdom from 1811 
with the arrival of the Elgin Marbles. Since
that time there has been a pervasive sentiment
that Greek art reigns supreme – that the high
style of the Greek free city-state gave way to a
feeble and more elaborate imitative style of
Rome. This view of the lapidary legacy of 
the ancients has had an insidious effect on our
appreciation of Roman sculpture, much of
which is in fact a freer interpretation of some
Greek originals than was previously believed.
In general and theoretical terms, every copy is
by definition a repetition with a difference;
we now tend to see the difference as more
alluring than the repetition, but there always
is tension between the two. This reviewer
subscribes, like Guilding, to the catholic if
confused eclecticism of Bernard de Montfau-
con, whose interest in classical artefacts was,
according to Polymetis, ‘rather too loose and
unconfined’: Montfaucon’s collection was
unsettlingly idiosyncratic, and where ‘Tuscan
Gods mixt with Roman; old Gallick figures,
with those of Syria; and the monsters of
Egypt, with the deities of Athens’.

Benjamin West and the Struggle to be
Modern. By Loyd Grossman. 256 pp. incl.
125 col. ills. (Merrell Publishers, London,
2015), £35. ISBN 978–1–85894641–2.

Reviewed by ABRAM FOX

IN THE REALM of popular studies of eigh-
teenth-century British art, Anglo-American
painter Benjamin West is an artist increasingly
receiving favourable attention. The subject of
recent exhibitions at the Museum of Fine
Arts, Houston, and the University of Michi-
gan Museum of Art, West and his masterpiece
The death of General Wolfe are at the heart of a
monographic inquiry by Loyd Grossman in 
an attempt to get to the heart of why Wolfe, 
of all West’s paintings, has so captured the
public eye since its 1771 debut.

The author, better known to British audi-
ences as a television personality and purveyor
of gourmet sauces, is also a Cambridge-
trained art historian. His choice of Benjamin
West is fitting: Grossman too is Anglo-
American, receiving his initial schooling in
the States before making his way to England
in his twenties to further pursue his educa-
tion and career. 

Negotiating West’s struggle for modernity
takes the form of seven chapters in rough
chronological order covering the early tracks 
of West’s career, with a pointed focus on 
The death of General Wolfe, which Grossman
describes in the preface as ‘a moment when
Enlightenment ideas about history and progress
were given visual expression’. The notion of
The death of General Wolfe as a  revolutionary
work is as old as West himself, although the
argument for its revolutionary quality has pro-
gressed since the initial rhetorical debate over
the inclusion of contemporary dress. 

Grossman’s first chapter then presents the
broad circumstances and cultural resonance of
West’s engagement on a canvas depicting
Major General James Wolfe’s untimely death
at the moment of British triumph over French
forces at the Battle of the Plains of Abraham
outside Quebec in 1759.

Chapters two and three relive West’s pre-
1763 biography in North America and Italy,
the latter being the place where he first
encountered the Neo-classical mode through
Gavin Hamilton and others. Grossman attrib-
utes West’s prominence i n the late eighteenth-
century British art world to a combination of
happenstance, networking and the artist’s
uncanny self-assurance, bolstered by his con-
stant presence in liminal spaces like Philadel-
phia and Rome, cities balanced between
civilisation and wilderness, past and present.

Chapter four broaches the eighteenth-
century concept of historical consciousness
and posits the success of The death of General
Wolfe as resulting from West’s focus on the
‘essential truths’ of the subject rather than
factual reportage. The ensuing chapter suggests
that West captured the essence of modernity
through his painting’s uncompromising val-
ourisation of the present over the past 

by using religious quotations to sacralise a
distinctly secular event. Chapter six links 
the painting to an ad hoc cycle of British
 historical subjects which West painted for
King George III. It also highlights the popular
reception of William Woollett’s 1776 print
of Wolfe.

Grossman closes his study of West with his
weakest chapter, ‘Being Modern from Wolfe
to Whaam!,’ an attempt to connect the con-
temporary history painting with more recent
modern art. Not until this seventh chapter
does the author truly explore what it means
to be ‘modern’ in art, ostensibly the thesis of
the book. The ‘struggle to be modern’
amounts to ‘reconciling a mentality that had
been trained to venerate the artistic and
intellectual achievements of the past with 
the urge to celebrate the accomplishments of
the present’, as demonstrated in rare ‘game-
changing pictures’ like Wolfe. However, the
impact of Grossman’s argument is compro-
mised by a disorganised end to the chapter in
which several modern artists are briefly
name-dropped and the eponymous Whaam!
of the chapter’s title is only mentioned in 
the final sentence of the book. Editing errors
also abound in these last few pages. Several
illustrations are referenced in the text without
providing corresponding figure numbers,
and West’s heroic portrait sketch of Benjamin
Franklin in a lightning storm is given a full-
page illustration on page 197 without any
reference in the text whatsoever. 

In the end, Benjamin West and the Struggle 
to be Modern is useful but not enlightening.
Scholars of English art will find little that is
new or revolutionary in the study of West;
however, one senses that Grossman had a
 different intention in mind. He gives us an
accessible synthesis of Benjamin West’s
formative role in the rise of contemporary
history painting, and a detailed study of The
death of General Wolfe. With 125 illustrations
lavishly printed in full colour, this book
 provides an enjoyable scholarly introduction
for art enthusiasts to deeper inquiry about
Benjamin West. It is not essential for the art
historian’s shelf, but could find a welcome
place as a collection of images and ideas
which might serve as a launching point for
further investigation.

George Morland: Art, Traffic and
 Society in late eighteenth century
 England. Edited by Nicholas Grindle, with
essays by David Alexander, Kerry Bristol,
Sue Ecclestone, Nicholas Grindle and
 Martin Purvis. 100 pp. incl. 58 col. + 6 b. &
w. ills. (Stanley and Audrey Burton Gallery,
University of Leeds, 2015), £12. ISBN
978–1–874331–54–4. 

Reviewed by RICHARD GREEN

THIS COLLECTION OF five essays was published
in association with the exhibition George
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 Morland: In the Margins, staged at the Stanley
and Audrey Burton Gallery, Leeds, in 2015.
Despite its difference in title, the publication
includes catalogue entries by Nicholas Grindle
for the paintings in the show, but sadly not for
the engravings after Morland also presented.
Although modest in scale and little-noticed
nationally, the exhibition was important as the
first devoted to Morland since that of 1975
held at Reading Museum and Art Gallery.
This related volume is a welcome addition to
the scant literature published on the artist 
since a flurry of activity around 1900, when
Morland enjoyed a revival of interest a century
after his death in 1804.1

The starting point for the leading essay is
Morland’s late self-image, The artist in his studio
and his man Gibbs (Nottingham City Museums
and Galleries) of c.1802. In a thoughtful analy-
sis of this painting in relation to other portraits
of Morland, Grindle identifies the setting as 
a locus of ‘the intercourse of people, goods 
and money’ – or the ‘traffic’ of the book’s 
title. He offers fresh insights into many other
aspects of the life and work of a talented artist
who was enormously popular but died in
poverty, aged forty-one, after years of dissolute
living, plagued by alcoholism and debts.

Martin Purvis, in his essay on Morland’s
coastal scenes ranging beyond the single
painting of this genre in the exhibition, The
wreckers (1791; Southampton City Art Gallery),
stresses the artist’s capacity for observing the
closely connected lives and livelihoods of
fisherfolk, smugglers and wreck-salvagers. 
He takes in press-gangs and Morland’s two
pioneering paintings relating to the slave
trade, both with coastal settings, exhibited
successively in 1788 and 1790, and represented
at Leeds by mezzotints of 1791. Morland’s
fame in his lifetime and immediately follow-
ing his death was in large measure due to 
the widespread sale of such mezzotints and
stipple prints after his work, not only 
in Britain but also on the Continent, and
David Alexander’s essay usefully charts, on 
an almost year-by-year basis, the artist’s
involvement with his printmakers, notably
William Ward and John Raphael Smith. This
is followed by Kerry Bristol’s account of 
the participation of Henry Robert Morland,
father of George, and his son in the London
exhibitions of the Society of Artists of Great
Britain and its rival the Free Society of
Artists, and of the Royal Academy of Arts,
which was soon to eclipse both. Morland,
 precociously, showed drawings at the Acade-
my in 1773, when he was not quite ten, and
was to exhibit there intermittently until the
year he died, although the President Ben-
jamin West told Joseph Farington that the
three pictures of 1804 ‘could only be recd. on
acct. of His former merit’.

An interesting coda is provided by Sue
Ecclestone’s brief essay analysing the response
of the contemporary press to Morland and 
his work. It seems that during his lifetime
newspapers refrained from reporting on his

dissolute lifestyle and even after his death it
was only the provincial press that did so, the
London newspapers focusing on his talents as
an artist. 

The Leeds show presented a tiny fraction
of Morland’s enormous output of paintings,
all from British public collections, apart from
one private loan. Most of these exhibits
dated from the early 1790s, the best period 
of his characteristic scenes of rustic life,
informed by current Picturesque taste, often
employing a brownish palette and painted 
in a solid, heavily textured manner. This last
was perfectly suited to the rendering of, for
example, the coats of the work-horses and
loose piles of straw in the Inside of a stable
(Tate, London), by far his largest painting,
exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1791 to
critical acclaim, although now rarely seen.
Morland’s painting style and palette had
changed in around 1790: earlier works exe-
cuted in a lighter, more fluid manner includ-
ed Easy money (Huddersfield Art Gallery) and
The tea garden (Tate, London), both of the
late 1780s. The comforts of industry and The
miseries of idleness, a pair of small  paintings
(both Scottish National Gallery, Edinburgh),
are catalogued as probably from 1786–87,
but the late David Winter was surely right 
to have questioned their attribution, for in
detailing and colouring they do not quite 
fit with accepted works of this period.2 The
quality of Morland’s painting generally
declined after 1794, becoming skimpier in
treatment as he worked rapidly and prolifical-
ly to satisfy creditors and fuel his alcoholism.
Exceptionally, however, Paying the ostler
(Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne),
as late as 1799, retains the robust handling 
of the earlier work.

Despite limitations of scale and borrowing,
the Leeds exhibition was a bold and successful
attempt to retrieve Morland from the ‘mar-
gins’, demonstrating his surprising technical
skills as a painter, his acute observation of
rural life and animals, and his worthiness as 
a subject for further study. We should not 
be too hopeful of a more comprehensive
exhibition in the foreseeable future, at least in
the United Kingdom, because ideally that
would require loans from across the Atlantic,
where many of Morland’s finest works went
during the Duveen era, others migrating
 subsequently. However, this publication
 provides an intriguing foretaste of a ‘bio-
graphical monograph’ promised by Grindle
and which we await with great interest.

1 A notable exception to this scholarly neglect is the
substantial chapter on Morland in J. Barrell: The Dark Side
of the Landscape, Cambridge 1980, pp.89–129. For a
riposte to Barrell’s socio-political readings, see A.
Wyburn-Powell: ‘George Morland (1763–1804):
Beyond Barrell, re-examining textual and visual sources’,
British Art Journal 7,1 (2006), pp.55–64.
2 D. Winter: ‘George Morland 1763–1804’, unpub-
lished Ph.D. thesis (Stanford University, 1977), p.65,
note 55, suggesting they are copies after Morland.

Stanley Spencer: Art as a Mirror of
Himself. By Andrew Causey. 191 pp. incl.
85 col. + 30 b. & w. ills. (Lund Humphries,
Farnham, 2014), £45. ISBN 978–1–84822–
146–8.

Reviewed by DAVID PETERS CORBETT

STANLEY SPENCER CONTINUES to fascinate 
in part because he is acknowledged to be a
major artist whose work seems at odds with
the mainstream of twentieth-century Mod-
ernism. For this very reason he is an artist
representative of the need for historians of
British art to attend not just to major issues
but also to the details of each artist’s career.
Andrew Causey has written a humane and
insightful study which eloquently opens up
Spencer’s art to inquiry from a  number of
perspectives. He views Spencer as a complex
figure whose stance never ceased to shift and
change and in whose work the relationship
with both Modernism and tradition can be
illuminatingly reassessed.

For Causey, Spencer invested his art with
‘an extraordinary directness and candour’,
through which he explored the ‘fundamental
issues of life with [. . .] urgency and persist-
ence’ (p.7). This claim is then qualified by 
the observation that Spencer was very much
‘preoccupied with himself’ (p.8), and with 
a form of expression that rated his own feelings
and sense of the world as more important
than communication with his audience or
engagement with their experience. This
 personal ‘vision’, or rather developing
sequence of visions, as it evolved, gave rise 
to his ability to present ‘the everyday world
transmuted into another one existing along-
side, both apparitional and everyday at the
same time’ (p.8). Spencer’s work is analysed
through the unfolding of his vision, which
Causey sees as shaped by his early religious
enthusiasms, sexual innocence and a more
general immaturity, which he carried
through the disruptions of the First World
War and into his marriage. This led on to a
questioning of his Christian faith and the
eventual recovery of his vision in a new
form. Causey rejects the common reading of
Spencer as somehow bent out of shape by the
pressures that forced his maturation, so that
these ‘pressures of life and sexual passions
were necessarily  negative forces on his work’
(p.11). He argues instead that ‘Spencer’s later
work – rather than recording the loss of a
unique imagining of the spiritual and every-
day worlds – reshaped these worlds into a
new personal and convincing vision’ (p.11).

Following an introduction, the text sub-
stantiates this view by working chronologi-
cally through Spencer’s life and career in a
series of nine chapters. Each contains focused
readings of Spencer’s works, thought and life.
There is a broad emphasis on relevant period
texts and ideas which reach beyond 
the immediate art-historical context, and it
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